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Though a simple story about the monarchs amazing journey across the country to its final
destination, this is an encouraging story for all ages. We encourage children to talk to God, and it
is equally important to teach them to listen for Gods guidance, what many people refer to as a
"little Voice". Scientists do not know how the monarchs find their way to Mexico and Southern
California, travelling the treacherous route without being shown the way. Life presents difficulties,
big and small. God is with us through times when we are asked to be brave and must go through
new experiences. What are your challenges? Listen for Gods voice, guiding you to your destiny.





Nanci e. Lagarenne, author of Cheap Fish and Refuge, “the pictures are beautiful, the message
divine. We are all looking for simplicity on some level and this book brings us back to that. The
words are soothing and inspirational, the pictures are beautiful, the message divine. Simple
love. Pick up this book whatever your own journey may be.”

cynthia stewart - such an inspirational book for all ages - I absolutely love the simplicity of, “I love
this very simple yet inspirational book - we all .... I love this very simple yet inspirational book -
we all need to be reminded to persevere and move forward through doubts and obstacles.....and
to remember our God will be there for us through all of life's challenges.The pictures are so
vibrant and pop off the page...Beautiful - great job...”

The book by Victoria Laurie has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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